
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Volunteering and overseas placements in the NHS: a survey of 
current activity. 

AUTHORS Chatwin, John; Ackers, Louise 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Tehmina Bharucha 
Royal Free Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 18-Apr-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an important topic, and the manuscript is clear and well-
written.  
However the study design is weak. The aim of the study is to 
evaluate 'current overseas placements' but actually look at 'any 
previous history of overseas placements including student 
placements'. The definition of overseas placement is also broad. 
The sampling is at high risk of bias, involving four hospitals rather 
than 'the north west of england' and relying on willing volunteers, 
likely people who have been involved in overseas placements. The 
authors do acknowledge some of these problems, however the final 
results of '42%' responders engaging in some sort of placement may 
well be an overestimate.   

 

REVIEWER Dr Esther Tillson 
West Middlesex Univeristy Hospital  
(previously alumni of King's College University Global Health 
Centre), UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS A cross-sectional survey was an appropriate approach to answer 
this simple research question, which is clearly defined. Convenience 
sampling was used and this may have contributed to response bias. 
The authors acknowledge the unbalanced sample adequately in the 
discussion. The authors address other strengths and limitations 
openly.  
The study methods are clearly defined allowing for expansion to a 
larger cohort on, for example, a national scale. The results do 
address the research question.  
Authors also recognise the descriptive nature of the survey, which 
does not elaborate on the motivation for involvement in volunteering 
and the benefits or risks involved. This would be a worthwhile 
consideration for further work and contribute to improved recruitment 
for out of programme experience.  
 
The authors state that they have no competing interests and 
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acknowledge all authors and contributors. Funding is also disclosed. 
Ethical approval has been attained.  
In the conclusion, it is stated that non-clinical grades are both 
“significantly under-represented” and that “significant numbers of… 
non-clinical cadres” also report overseas experience. Further clarity 
would be helpful here as this appears to be a contradiction.  
The authors overall use an acceptable standard of English in their 
writing. One minor note would be that the phrase “meshes 
favourably” in the discussion could be phrased differently, for 
example “fits”.  
Two small notes on the references. For reference 3, the hyperlink 
does not work and reference 7 either needs a link or it should 
include where the paper is published. 

 

REVIEWER Diarmuid O'Donovan 
School of Medicine  
National University of Ireland  
Galway 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a well written paper that addresses questions that need 
further exploration.  
The revisions required include:  
- review the references and order: they appear to be out of sync 
after reference 17 e.g. reference 19 in the text refers to MOVE but it 
is reference 18 in the list of references. There is no reference 23 in 
the list of references.  
Reference 8 appears incomplete.  
Some up to date literature that may be relevant to includes the June 
2015 All Party Parliamentary Group on Global Health report; Hoping 
to Help (Lasker); good practice in volunteering / health care links 
such as the THET manual.  
- the results tables do not need the level of detail that is produced by 
SPSS (valid % etc) - the authors could remove Table 1 and 2 as 
they repeat the text, simplify to n(%), tables 3 and 4 could be 
combined? It would be interesting to see length of stay by staff 
cadre.  
- clarify trainee doctors vs medical/other healthcare student 
electives: page 9 line 55 is about trainee doctors. The fact that most 
placements occurred in the student career stage suggest that these 
were either electives or other volunteering  
This is a report on a discrete survey but in the introduction or 
discussion there is scope for some critical comment on the 
presumption that such volunteering has benefit to host communities, 
aspects of motivation, the growing recognition of the need for 
reciprocity, the burden that volunteers place on receiving sites, the 
questionable benefit of very short term placements etc. The authors 
explain that motivation will be explored in a separate study.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name: Tehmina Bharucha  

Institution and Country: Royal Free Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, UK Competing Interests: None 

declared  
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This is an important topic, and the manuscript is clear and well-written.  

However the study design is weak. The aim of the study is to evaluate 'current overseas placements' 

but actually look at 'any previous history of overseas placements including student placements'. The 

definition of overseas placement is also broad. The sampling is at high risk of bias, involving four 

hospitals rather than 'the north west of england' and relying on willing volunteers, likely people who 

have been involved in overseas placements. The authors do acknowledge some of these problems, 

however the final results of '42%' responders engaging in some sort of placement may well be an 

overestimate.  

 

 

[RESP] We do not agree that the study design is weak. We used an appropriate - and quite creative - 

method to answer our research question, and this is noted by the other reviewers. As we 

acknowledge in the article, there may well be a degree of bias in our sample, but this is not really for 

the reasons suggested by reviewer 1. Most studies of international volunteering in the NHS draw 

samples from volunteering organisations or invite individuals to respond, and this tends to result in an 

over sampling of people who have had such experience. Our study is far less biased in this respect in 

that it involved whole cohorts of NHW employees in situ, and in many respects accurately mapped 

onto actual levels of proportionate staffing in NHS North West. As we point out, due to the 

homogenous nature of the NHS (in terms of its organisational structure in different regions and trusts) 

our findings can also reasonably be expected to reflect the position across the NHS as a whole. At a 

practical level, we deliberately chose neutral locations where all staff cadres would be encountered 

(i.e. public access areas in large hospitals), and initial approaches made no reference to volunteering 

- we simply invited people to take part in a brief staff survey - we did not rely on recruiting ‘willing 

volunteers’ who had particular experience of volunteering.  

 

 

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name: Dr Esther Tillson  

Institution and Country: West Middlesex Univeristy Hospital (previously alumni of King's College 

University Global Health Centre), UK Competing Interests: None declared  

 

A cross-sectional survey was an appropriate approach to answer this simple research question, which 

is clearly defined. Convenience sampling was used and this may have contributed to response bias. 

The authors acknowledge the unbalanced sample adequately in the discussion. The authors address 

other strengths and limitations openly.  

The study methods are clearly defined allowing for expansion to a larger cohort on, for example, a 

national scale. The results do address the research question.  

Authors also recognise the descriptive nature of the survey, which does not elaborate on the 

motivation for involvement in volunteering and the benefits or risks involved. This would be a 

worthwhile consideration for further work and contribute to improved recruitment for out of programme 

experience.  

 

The authors state that they have no competing interests and acknowledge all authors and 

contributors. Funding is also disclosed. Ethical approval has been attained.  

 

In the conclusion, it is stated that non-clinical grades are both “significantly under-represented” and 

that “significant numbers of… non-clinical cadres” also report overseas experience. Further clarity 

would be helpful here as this appears to be a contradiction.  

 

[RESP] This point has now been clarified and we have changed the relevant paragraph to:  
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‘ . . . . that although some degree of overseas placement activity is undertaken by a relatively high 

proportion of NHS staff, such activity is currently heavily skewed towards higher clinical grades. Allied 

health professionals and equivalent non-clinical cadres also currently report some overseas activity, 

however lower staff grades are significantly under-represented and do not generally appear to 

incorporate significant overseas activity – either as self-organised enterprises, or as part of ongoing 

training programmes.’  

 

The authors overall use an acceptable standard of English in their writing. One minor note would be 

that the phrase “meshes favourably” in the discussion could be phrased differently, for example “fits”.  

 

[RESP] We have swapped ‘meshes favourably’ for ‘fits’ as suggested, and changed a similar use of 

the word in the conclusion to ‘works with’.  

 

Two small notes on the references. For reference 3, the hyperlink does not work.  

 

[RESP] We checked the link and it appeared to be ok, however, we have changed it to one that may 

be more reliable.  

 

Reference 7 either needs a link or it should include where the paper is published.  

 

[RESP] Full reference and current link have been added.  

 

 

Reviewer: 3  

Reviewer Name: Diarmuid O'Donovan  

Institution and Country: School of Medicine, National University of Ireland, Galway Competing 

Interests: None declared  

 

This is a well written paper that addresses questions that need further exploration.  

The revisions required include:  

 

- review the references and order: they appear to be out of sync after reference 17 e.g. reference 19 

in the text refers to MOVE but it is reference 18 in the list of references. There is no reference 23 in 

the list of references. Reference 8 appears incomplete.  

 

[RESP] All links and references have been re-checked and corrected.  

 

Some up to date literature that may be relevant to includes the June 2015 All Party Parliamentary 

Group on Global Health report; Hoping to Help (Lasker); good practice in volunteering / health care 

links such as the THET manual.  

 

[RESP] Additional references to more current literature (including the 2015 APPGH report mentioned) 

have now been included.  

 

- the results tables do not need the level of detail that is produced by SPSS (valid % etc) - the authors 

could remove Table 1 and 2 as they repeat the text, simplify to n(%), tables 3 and 4 could be 

combined?  

 

[RESP] We have removed tables 1 and 2 as suggested, but decided not to combine tables 3 and 4 as 

we felt that it was clearer to retain separate tables.  

 

clarify trainee doctors vs medical/other healthcare student electives: page 9 line 55 is about trainee 
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doctors. The fact that most placements occurred in the student career stage suggest that these were 

either electives or other volunteering  

 

[RESP] The relevant paragraph has been clarified and now reads:  

 

‘Traditionally, in the context of the NHS, it has been trainee medics who were most likely to engage 

with a period of work, or a placement overseas, and our survey reflected this trend. The way in which 

electives are set up to work with established training means that such activity is relatively easy to 

incorporate and is actively encouraged. The fact that a high proportion of medics reported periods 

abroad during their student career stage suggest that these were either elective placements or other 

volunteering.’  

 

 

This is a report on a discrete survey but in the introduction or discussion there is scope for some 

critical comment on the presumption that such volunteering has benefit to host communities, aspects 

of motivation, the growing recognition of the need for reciprocity, the burden that volunteers place on 

receiving sites, the questionable benefit of very short term placements etc. The authors explain that 

motivation will be explored in a separate study.  

 

[RESP] We have added a section to the introduction (paragraph 4), which outlines some of the 

broader developmental issues around the value of placement activities. Additional current references 

have also been included (see point above). 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr Esther Tillson 
West Middlesex Univeristy Hospital (previously alumni of King's 
College University Global Health Centre), UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 06-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The results section is now more succinct after removing two tables 
on the suggestion of another reviewer. This refined version of the 
results is more appropriate in the context of this paper.  
There is more clarity in the discussion surrounding which cadres of 
NHS staff are involved in volunteering.  
I am still unable to access reference 3 and also the hyperlink for 
reference 7. (Maybe this is a problem with my server if the authors 
find that it is working for these addresses. Links for other references 
are working.)  
Overall, this paper is well-written addressing an interesting and 
topical question. The revised version of the paper is improved, in 
terms of coherency and also depth of discussion. 

 

REVIEWER Diarmuid O Donovan 
School of Medicine  
National University of Ireland, Galway  
Ireland 

REVIEW RETURNED 12-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Comments addressed throughly. Further relevant references added 
to give more context.  
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VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

We have made the following corrections as requested by reviewer 2:  

 

1) Ref 2 has been checked and is definitely active, so has not been changed.  

2) Ref 7 may have had access issues, so we have replaced it with a link to the national archive 

website, which should be more reliable. 
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